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Abstract—A three-dimensional (3-D) model has been developed
for the investigation of the coupling of the lowest symmetric and
asymmetric modes in a high-power, high-efficiency traveling-wave
amplifier. We show that in a uniform structure and for an ini-
tially nonbunched beam, the interaction efficiency of the asym-
metric mode may be much higher than that of the symmetric mode.
It is also shown that the coupling between these two modes is de-
termined by a single parameter that depends on the beam charac-
teristics; its value varies between zero when no coupling exists and
unity in case of maximum coupling. For a beam that is uniform at
the input end, this parameter varies linearly with the guiding mag-
netic field. In case of a bunched beam, it decreases linearly with the
increasing phase-spread of the bunch. Because of the interaction,
the radius of the beam increases linearly with the power associated
with the asymmetric mode at the input end; it increases rapidly
in the case of an initially uniform beam relative to the case of a
prebunched beam. Selective damping to suppress the asymmetric
mode is described and analyzed.

Index Terms—Amplification of radiation, asymmetric mode,
electron acceleration, hybrid mode.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THE recent years, a significant amount of experimental
and theoretical effort has been directed toward generation of

high-power, high-efficiency microwave in various laboratories,
universities, and industries around the world (SLAC [1]–[3],
CERN [4], KEK [5], LLNL [6], NRL [7]–[9], IAP [10],
[11], US-Air Force Labs. [12], University of Maryland [13],
Cornell University [14]–[22], CPI, Litton, Thomson [23], HRC
[24]–[26], Omega-P [27], FMT [28], and others). Many efforts
have been directed toward improving the systems’ efficiency
and at the same time increasing their operation frequency.
These two goals set a significant challenge, in particular, in the
case of a traveling-wave output structure that usually consists
of a set of coupled cavities and an output arm, driven by an
initially bunched beam [29]. Its advantage may be attributed
to the distributed interaction along one or more radiation
wavelengths, but at the same time, its drawback is its scaling
with frequency that in an ordinary system is similar to that of
klystrons.
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Most of the experimental and theoretical efforts in the last
decade were directed toward X-band operation [1]–[3], [5],
[24], [25], [30]–[35]; however, the demand for high gradients
at higher and higher frequencies for the next linear collider
(NLC) pushes the operating frequency toward the Ka-band
(e.g., 35 GHz), and as a result, this study focuses on this
frequency regime [36]–[38]. The same trend is also motivated
by a military need to deposit a large amount of energy in a
relatively small area far away from the source—obviously, this
ability is improved at higher frequencies.

Theoretical analysis [36] and preliminary experimental
studies [37] indicated the feasibility of a 35-GHz trav-
eling-wave amplifier based on a set of coupled cavities when
only the symmetric mode was considered. We found that
the difficulty with the scaling up the frequency is associated
with beam power requirements. In order to benefit from the
frequency increase, the rf power has to remain the same as in
X-band; therefore, assuming similar efficiencies, the power
carried by the beam has to be virtually identical. However, the
scaling up in frequency dictates that the internal radius of the
structure should scale down inversely proportional to the in-
crease in frequency. This implies a similar change in the radius
of the beam, which is difficult to envision because it entails
an increase by a factor of 10 in the current density (assuming
we preserve both the diode voltage and current). Although
improving the cathode’s material so that it withstands higher
current density may result in a slightly higher current, the main
alternative is a higher (electrostatic and magnetic) compression
ratio. Yet, at several hundred amperes, it is difficult to envision
an increase by an order of magnitude in the existing ratio.
Even if this was possible, the problem of the magnetic field’s
necessity to guide the beam and the latter’s expansion in the
interaction process still remains [38]. In order to have some
feeling regarding the implications of these constraints, consider
an X-band structure (say, 35/3 11.66 GHz) that may have
a typical internal radius of 7 mm when driven by a beam of
3-mm radius. Requiring equal power levels carried by the beam
for a system operating at Ka-band (35 GHz) and adopting the
frequency scaling, which entails a beam of 1-mm radius, the
necessary compression ratio should be increased by nine. As
indicated, we belive that this may prove to be very difficult
for a realistic device. A compression by a factor of two is
feasible, thus implying a 2-mm radius for the beam. Moreover,
to allow sufficient gap between the beam and the structure (for
beam expansion), an internal radius of 3.5 mm for the structure
seems to be a reasonable choice. This radius is almost by 50%
larger than the simple frequency-scaling criterion implies.
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